Abstract The basoapical organization of monolayered epithelia is defined by the presence of hemidesmosomes at the basal cellular pole, where the cell makes contacts with the basement membrane, and tight junctions at the opposite apical pole. In the mammary gland, tight junctions seal cell-cell contacts against the lumen and separate the apical and basolateral cell membranes. This separation is critical to organize intracellular signaling pathways and the cytoskeleton. The study of the impact of the highly organized apical pole, and notably apical polarity regulators (Crb complex, Par complex, and Scrib, Dlg, Lgl proteins) and tight junction proteins on cell phenotype and gene expression has revealed an intricate relationship between apical polarity and the cell nucleus. The goal of this review is to highlight the role of the apical pole of the tissue polarity axis in the epigenetic control of tissue phenotype. The organization of the apical pole and its importance in mammary homeostasis and tumorigenesis will be emphasized before presenting how apical polarity proteins impact gene expression indirectly, by influencing signal transduction and the location of transcription regulators, and directly, by participating in chromatin-associated complexes. The relationship between apical polarity and cell nucleus organizations might explain how apical polarity proteins could switch from nuclear repressors to nuclear promoters of cancerous behavior following alterations in the apical pole. The impact of apical polarity proteins on epigenetic mechanisms of gene expression will be discussed in light of increased evidence supporting a role for apical polarity in the fate of breast neoplasms.
Introduction
Epigenetics is an evolving concept [1] that can be roughly described as the changes in chromatin structure that control gene expression. However, chromatin structure and gene expression are under the influence of factors, like transcription factors and other coregulators of transcription, housed in the cytoplasm. Therefore epigenetics can also be broadened to include all factors that directly or indirectly exert an effect on chromatin, resulting in a modification of gene transcription. For simplicity we will refer to these factors as epigenetic factors.
Many epigenetic factors have multiple engagements; they can be found in an extranuclear compartment in parallel to their nuclear location, and either shuttle between cytoplasm and nucleus or become free from their cytoplasmic location to travel to the cell nucleus upon specific signals [2] . Signal transducers trapped within the cell cortex may be released upon alteration of cell adhesion complexes and then, trigger pathways that influence gene transcription; however, an increasing body of literature is reporting that scaffold proteins that participate in the making of cell adhesion complexes might also directly impact gene transcription by traveling to the cell nucleus. Cell adhesion complexes are part of a higher order cellular organization referred to as the polarity axis (i.e., a geometric feature of cells originating from the existence of a basal pole-against the extracellular matrix-and an apical pole-generally against a lumen-that contain different sets of proteins and protein complexes) in phenotypically normal epithelial tissue; therefore the epigenetic relationship in not simply between cytoplasmic epigenetic factors and gene transcription complexes, it is between the polarity axis and the cell nucleus, another compartment governed by the higher order organization of its elements [3] .
Polarity: Adhesion Complexes and Beyond Polarity is a fascinating feature of all epithelia. It results from the asymmetrical distribution of cell adhesion complexes, culminating with the formation of tight junctions at the tip of the apical pole of cells. This pole is located against the lumen in glandular and ductal structures of the mammary gland. The basal pole, opposite to the apical pole, corresponds to the contact between the cell membrane and extracellular basement membrane molecules. Understandably, this organization is critical for the directional secretion of milk. As described initially by Farquhar and Palade, typically, the lateral cell-cell contacts or junctional complex of the polarity axis include, from apical to basal locations, the tight junctions (or zonula occludens), the adherens junctions (or zonula adhaerens), and the desmosomes (or macula adhaerens; not always present) [4, 5] . Tight junctions separate the apical membrane, characterized by the presence of ion channels and nucleotide receptors [6, 7] from the basolateral portion of the cell membrane, and the combination of tight junctions and adherens junctions forms the apical junctional complex (AJC) (Fig. 1) [8] .
Tight junctions are the definite markers of apical polarity (i.e., a structural feature of cells that corresponds to the cellular pole containing specific adhesion complexes formed close to a lumen). They prevent diffusion of cell membrane components, including proteins and lipids, between apical and basolateral plasma membranes [9, 10] . In the mammary gland, apical polarity is organized according to the usual schematic with tight junctions located at the top third of cell-cell contacts toward the lumen. Tight junctions play a critical role in changes in intercellular sealing, culminating with very tight junctions in lactation [11] . The high plasticity of these complexes in the different physiological stages (resting, pregnancy, lactation, involution) is well illustrated by changes in the subtype and/or quantity of apical polarity proteins, notably the claudins [12] .
Asymmetry in the organization of the cell membranes in polarized epithelia is reflected in the organization of the Organization of the polarity complexes. At the apical side interactions among apical polarity regulatory proteins of the Crb, PAR and Scrib groups and tight junction (TJ) and adherens junction (AJ) proteins stabilize the apical junctional complex (AJC). Interactions of apical polarity proteins with elements of the cytoskeleton and signal transduction networks connect the AJC to other compartments in the cell. HD: hemidesomsomes that make contact with extracellular basement membrane proteins. Although a number of integrins make contact with extracellular matrix molecules, only α6-β4 integrin dimers forming the hemidesmosomes have been linked to basal polarity in breast epithelial cells.
cytoskeleton [13] [14] [15] . For instance, in polarized breast epithelial cells, actin is associated with the plasma membrane with higher density at the apical pole giving the impression of an apical ring. The cytoskeleton cooperates with apical junctions to maintain epithelial structure; the actin network is dynamic and connected to adhesion complexes via adaptor proteins (e.g., ZO-1 for tight junctions) (for a review refer to [8, 14] ).
Nuclear Localization of Proteins of the Apical Pole: Expanding Functional Latitude Tight junctions and adherens junctions consist of transmembrane proteins connected to cytoplasmic plaque or adaptor proteins that control the junction assembly and function [5, 16] (Fig. 1) . Surprisingly, most nontransmembrane apical polarity proteins involved in the formation of the AJC have also been observed in the cell nucleus, thus raising the possibility of their potential direct involvement in gene expression control.
The nuclear location of AJC proteins was initially observed with adherens junction representative molecule β-catenin, before progressively including apical polarity regulatory molecules (PAR, Crb, and Scrib groups) and tight junction ZO proteins. Protein trafficking between cytoplasm and nucleus is a highly regulated mechanism of information exchange. As expected, shuttling apical polarity proteins, like for instance ZO proteins, contain nuclear localization and export signals [17] . As described later in this review, apical polarity proteins found in the cell nucleus have been associated with nuclear functions such as gene transcription/repression and DNA repair. The diverse apical polarity proteins represent an emerging family of powerful epigenetic factors that bring unprecedented means to better understand how tissue organization (i.e. the tissue structure that results from the arrangement of cell-cell and cell-extracellular matrix contacts) controls gene expression. An important question to answer is whether the apical polarity-related epigenetic factors act redundantly or provide specific epigenetic signals resulting in different modifications of cell behavior.
How Could Apical Polarity Influence Gene Expression? In addition to binding to cytoskeletal elements, molecules of the AJC make contact with signal transducers like G proteins, kinases and phosphatases, themselves connected to signal transduction networks involved in the regulation of cell proliferation, differentiation and gene expression [16, 18] (Fig. 1) . Cytoskeletal molecules and signal transducers influence the organization and function of the gene transcription machinery (for a review refer to [3] ), therefore the formation or disruption of the apical pole of epithelial cells that impact signal transduction, should also affect gene expression.
A powerful means for epigenetic control of gene expression is via chromatin remodeling [3] . A wide variety of chromatin-associated complexes regulate chromatin compaction necessary for gene expression control via transcription factors, histone tail modifiers, DNA methylation and ATP-dependent remodeling activities (for a detailed review refer to [19] ). Thus, any cytoplasmic factor, including apical polarity proteins or other proteins trapped in junction complexes, that reaches the cell nucleus could influence gene expression control via a breadth of epigenetic mechanisms. Although this aspect is still a largely uncharted territory when dealing with adhesion complexes, certain apical polarity proteins have been found associated with transcription factors at gene promoters, thus giving them the possibility to directly influence chromatin organization.
The importance of apical polarity for epithelial homeostasis necessary for proper organ function is supported by the highly conserved structure of the apical pole and the underlying regulatory mechanisms, and by the demonstration that several AJC proteins can act as tumor suppressors. Here epithelial homeostasis is referring to the expected behavior of epithelial cells, including their arrangement within a tissue, associated with their physiologically normal function in a particular organ. Such behavior is ultimately controlled by gene expression. The important role of apical polarity in epithelial homeostasis is no exception in the mammary gland where tissue polarity has been found to be altered early during cancer development, as shown notably by changes in the position of the cell nucleus and formation of multilayers of epithelial cells [20] . Moreover, as detailed later in this review, we and others have reported findings linking tight junction organization and/or specific apical polarity regulators and tight junction proteins to the control of mammary cell proliferation.
In this review, we discuss how proteins located specifically within the apical polarity complex (i.e., the complex formed by apical polarity regulators and tight junctionrelated proteins) could influence steps critical for breast cancer development by acting at the chromatin level, and whether cell fate and thus, breast cancer prognosis might be differently impacted depending on the type of apical polarity complex protein that travels to the cell nucleus. The influence of apical polarity on epithelial homeostasis is presented in a first part in order to comprehend how alterations in the organization of the apical pole could contribute to breast cancer development. In a second part, the relationship between apical polarity and gene expression control is scrutinized. In particular, the indirect and direct contributions of proteins that organize the apical pole are examined in order to unravel the mechanisms underlying the influence of the apical cellular pole on nuclear epigenetic functions.
The Place of Apical Polarity in Breast Cancer
Developmental Aspects of Apical Polarity: a Critical Role for Epithelial Homeostasis
The formation of apical polarity is hierarchical and interactive. Three major and highly conserved groups of regulatory proteins have been identified in Drosophila and Caenorhabditis Elegans to contribute to apical polarity formation by controlling the location of tight junctions at the apical pole of cells (refer to [21] [22] [23] ). These groups of proteins called stardust (std), Bazooka (Baz) and Scribble (Scrib) in Drosophila, have also been identified in the epithelia of vertebrates and are made of Crumbs3/PALS-1/ PATJ (std or Crb complex), Par-3/Par-6/aPKC (Baz or Par complex), and proteins Scrib, Discs-large (Dlg) and Lethal giant larvae (Lgl) (refer to [21] ).
The Interactive Nature of Apical Polarity Building
The current view, based on work mainly performed in nonmammals, is that apical polarity is formed upon the recruitment of the Par complex via adherens junctions. The Par complex recruits the Crb complex to the apical cell membrane, which, in turn, forces tight junctions to remain lateroapical (right underneath the Crb complex) by maintaining the Par complex to lateroapical cell-cell contacts. The basolateral location of Scrib, Dlg and Lgl proteins prevents the propagation of tight junctions toward the basal side of cells due to Par complex activity and contributes to the maintenance of apical polarity by preserving the basolateral side of cells. Finally, the Crb complex antagonizes the activity of Scrib, DLg and Lgl, thus preserving the apical cell membrane.
Interactions among members of apical polarity complexes play a critical role in the development of apical polarity in mammalian cells. Crumbs3 (Crb3) is thought to recruit and stabilize PALS1 [24] . In turn, PALS1 mediates the association between Crumbs3 and PATJ and binds Par-6 [25] . The interaction between Par-6 and PALS1 is regulated by GTPase Cdc42, a member of the Par complex that binds Par-6 [25, 26] . Reports from work performed in Drosophila also indicate that Cdc42 activates the recruitment of kinase aPKC by Par-6, which is a step critical for the formation of tight junctions, and that aPKC controls apical polarity formation by phosphorylating Lgl and Crb [27, 28] . Both Par-3 and Par-6 interact with aPKC in mammalian cells [26] .
The series of interaction continues with tight junction molecules. Transmembrane JAMs (junctional adhesion molecules) appear essential for tight junction assembly [29, 30] . They associate with Par-3 and membraneassociated guanylate kinase (MAGUK) ZO subfamily of proteins. Other transmembrane tight junction proteins, claudins and occludin, also bind to ZO proteins. ZO proteins are considered scaffolding proteins because they bind to a plethora of molecules including cytoskeletal elements and thus, play a central role in tight junction maintenance [14] [15] [16] 18] (Fig. 2) .
In light of these numerous interactions, it is understandable that any change in the presence of these proteins at the apical pole might impact the interaction network and trigger signaling. Even, too much or too little of these proteins can alter the basoapical polarity axis by perturbing the proper placement of cell-cell complexes and membrane domains and/or altering the functionality and stability of cell-cell junctions. Such tight regulation of apical polarity is an indication of how sensitive these structures might be to extracellular conditions as well as internal changes.
Apical Polarity-Based Control of Mammary Function
It will come to no surprise that apically localized tight junctions play a critical role in the function of the powerful glandular activity of the mammary epithelium. Most of the known apical polarity proteins have been observed in breast epithelial cells in culture and in vivo [23, 24, 31, 32] . A direct impact of Par-3 on mammary morphogenesis was recently demonstrated in mice. Indeed the proper formation of ductal structures was found to depend on the binding of Par-3 to aPKC. Par-3 also affected progenitor cell renewal [33] .
Interestingly, tight junction structure is highly dynamic in the breast epithelium; it loosens in nonlactating gland, as shown by fewer interconnections seen in electron microscopy, compared to the very tight organization necessary to prevent leakiness during lactation [11, 34] . The composition of transmembrane proteins of tight junctions, notably claudins, varies with the physiological stage, which accounts for changes in sealing capacity [12] . Tight junction permeability increases with milk stasis suggesting that environmental changes, such as pressure, rapidly affect apical organization. Tight junction permeability is also under the control of hormones and growth factors like glucocorticoids and TGF-β, respectively. An increase in the amount of ZO-1 was observed upon treatment with dexamethasone that induced closure of tight junctions and synthesis of milk components. In contrast, TGF-β prevented the closure of tight junctions induced by dexamethasone; this effect was accompanied with a change in the distribution of ZO-1 and cell cycling (for a review refer to [11] ). More recent findings implicated the Rho pathway in the control of tight junction sealing response to glucocorticoids; however, the inhibitory effect of Rho effector kinase PKN1 on glucocorticoid stimulation was not accompanied with striking distribution changes for ZO-1 or its binding partner occludin [35] . Knowing whether modifications in the composition of the whole apical polarity complex accompany these effects would greatly clarify the molecular mechanisms associated with tight junction leakiness and possibly unravel changes in gene expression that might underlie tight-junction related cell cycling control.
Apical Polarity as a Tumor Suppressor
Interest in the possibility that apical polarity acts as a barrier to cancer development spurred originally from work done in Drosophila [36, 37] . In particular, it was elegantly shown that loss of expression of each of the three proteins involved in protecting the organization of the basolateral membrane, Dlg, Scrib, and Lgl, prevented the establishment of polarity in the drosophila embryonic epithelium and triggered tumor development [38] . All three series of proteins necessary for the formation of apical polarity, including Human Crb, and Par complexes and the Scrib group, and a number of tight junction proteins have also been involved in human malignancies [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . Interestingly, apical polarity complex proteins do not seem to act all in a similar fashion as tumor suppressors. Nevertheless, their action has mainly been correlated with two major aspects of cancer: promotion of a proliferative phenotype and invasion.
Involvement of Apical Polarity Regulators
In Drosophila, Scrib has been involved in neoplastic growth in the eye in collaboration with Ras or Notch [48] . A demonstration that human Scrib plays a role in protecting tissue homeostasis was brought by experiments in which it rescues flies from tumorigenesis [49] . The tumor suppressive potential of Scrib was proposed to rely on the stabilization of α and β-catenins that bind E-cadherin at the apical cortex of cells and on its effect on E-cadherin function in mammalian systems. Such mechanism was identified when studying Scrib's role in the regulation of cell adhesion and migration in the model of Mardin-Darby Canine kidney (MDCK) epithelial cells [45] . This is an important aspect of the potential contribution of apical polarity to tumor development and progression since Scrib influences adherens junction proteins known to play a role in the aggressive behavior of breast cancer cells. In another study Scrib was found to bind to LPP, a zyxin-related protein which has been described as a partner in fusion proteins associated with different types of cancers [50] . A possible way to decrease Scrib expression and prevent its tumor suppression effect is via ubiquitination. Indeed human Scrib, as well as Dlg, were targeted for degradation via ubiquitination upon expression of human papillomavirus protein E6 in cervical carcinoma cells [51] . E6 expression also affected tight junction organization as shown by the change in localization of ZO-1 [41] .
The impact of Scrib on the development of breast neoplasia has been investigated but these studies generated different opinions. One report corroborates results obtained with MDCK cells that suggest a role for Scrib in cell migration. Non-neoplastic mammary epithelial MCF10A cells depleted from Scrib failed to regulate Cdc42 and to migrate due to the lack of polarization at the leading edge; there was no effect on basal polarity, as shown by α6-integrin staining, and on the apical location of Golgi marker GP130. No effect on proliferation was observed as well [52] . One of the conclusions was that in contrast to Drosophila, Scrib is not critical for basoapical polarity formation in human mammary epithelial cells. Such conclusion might be premature since it is well established that apical polarity is already compromised in MCF10A cells. Indeed most of the MCF10A cell lines notoriously lack tight junctions upon forming acini in 3D culture [24, 53] .
Another report demonstrated that loss of Scrib expression in MCF10A cells led to loss of apically polarized distribution of Golgi marker, and inhibition of acinus-like morphogenesis in 3D culture. Epithelial outgrowth and tumor formation was also induced by murine epithelial cells depleted from Scrib in mice [54] . It was further shown that Scrib loss associated with myc overexpression (a common phenomenon in breast cancer) leads to tumor formation in 3D culture. Furthermore, the effects of Scrib loss were mimicked by Scrib release from the cell membrane indicating that alteration in Scrib compartmentalization was sufficient to induce phenotypic changes. It was also reported that Scrib is absent from cell-cell location already in preinvasive tumors (ductal carcinoma in situ) supporting a potentially important role for Scrib in breast cancer development [54] . Thus far, the role of Scrib on cell migration was only shown in non-neoplastic cells and awaits further demonstration in a tumor context.
Changes in the equilibrium of molecules located in the AJC might play a critical role in tumor development. Hence, tumor promoter effects could occur via the targeted disruption of interactions within the Par complex. For instance PKCξII (a truncated form of apical polarity regulator aPKCξ that lacks catalytic activity) can disrupt tight junctions, but not adherens junctions, by interacting with Par-6. It is thought that such disruption is linked to prevention of aPKC accumulation and activation at tight junction. The resulting effect was cell proliferation in murine mammary epithelial cells, leading to the production of multiple cell layers [31] . The PKCξII form has been detected in MCF10A and MCF7 human breast epithelial cells, suggesting that the influence of this pathway on breast cancer development might be important to study. It was also reported that disruption of the Par3-Par6-aPKCCdc42 complex upon activation of ErbB2 in canine kidney MDCK and human mammary MCF10A cells leads to the formation of mutilayered epithelial structures resulting from the association of ErbB2 with Par6-aPKC [55] .
Involvement of Tight Junctions
Tight junction proteins have also been implicated in the control of tumor development when their location at cell membranes is prevented. A form of ZO-1 that cannot bind the cell membrane was shown to trigger tumorigenicity in MDCK cells thus, suggesting that the membrane localization of this protein could act as a tumor suppressor [56] . Interestingly, in mammary epithelial cells, a form of ZO-1 that cannot bind the cell membrane was associated with the activation of proteinase MT-MMP1 [46] . The possibility that loss of membrane localization of ZO-1 triggers invasive potentials is supported by the observation that ZO-1 is found at the plasma membrane in noninvasive tumor cells but it is located in the cytoplasm of invasive cells [46] . In addition, ZO-1 was observed to be lost in a high percentage of breast cancer cell lines and primary tumors [40, 57] . Finally ZO-1 expression could be positively correlated to glandular differentiation in tumors and also within different regions of the tumor. Thus, progressive alterations in ZO-1 distribution might participate in breast tumor progression.
Another tight-junction scaffolding protein, ZO-2, was also associated with cancer development, as suggested by the inhibition of transformation activity of several viral proteins in CREF fibroblasts upon the increase of ZO-2 expression [44] . Interestingly, ZO-2 is targeted by the oncogenic adenoviral E4-ORF1 protein that only leads to mammary cancer in animals. In support for a critical role of ZO-2 in breast cancer development, its expression was found to be lost or greatly decreased in breast cancer samples and cell lines. ZO-2 loss (especially the A-isoform) accompanied ductal types of carcinoma and was already obvious in DCIS, suggesting a link between an alteration of ZO-2 function and the deregulation of ductal homeostasis [42] .
The loss of apical polarity proteins from the cell membrane appears to trigger key aspects of breast cancer cell behavior like transformation, proliferation and invasive potential. However, a modification of the breast acinar phenotype could already be unraveled upon loss of the strict apical location of ZO-1 without its absence from the cell membrane. Our findings using non-neoplastic breast epithelial S1 HMT-3522 cells capable of forming basoapically polarized acini with lateroapical tight junctions in three-dimensional (3D) culture support the idea that the loss of apical polarity, and notably proper tight junction protein location, is paramount for very early stages of breast tumor development. Indeed, only acini in which tight junction marker ZO-1 was relocated away from the apical domain of the cell membrane could be pushed into the cell cycle upon induction of chromatin alterations [58] or stimulation with defined growth factors (Lelièvre laboratory unpublished data). Whether apical polarity proteins other than ZO-1 need to leave the cell membrane area to trigger such an effect remains to be clarified.
The findings linked to the role of apical polarity proteins in breast cancer development so far indicate that depending on the type of apical polarity protein and the degree of its alteration, the resulting phenotypes might be different. Surprisingly, alterations in some of the apical polarity proteins can be linked to specific types of breast cancer as discussed in the next section.
A Role for Apical Polarity Proteins in Aggressive Types of Cancer

From Synergism with Oncogenes to Progressive Alterations in Expression
One striking observation is the association between alterations in proteins of the Scrib group and aggressive forms of cancer. For instance, the loss of hDlg has been associated with a more undifferentiated phenotype of cervical cancer cells [59] . Similarly loss of Scrib function leads to an increase in tumor aggressiveness in Drosophila [60] . The latter observation is transposable to human cancers since the absence of Scrib1 correlates with progression of uterine cervical carcinoma from precursor lesions to invasive tumors [61] .
The importance of the alteration of Scrib in the development of an aggressive form of tumors is beautifully shown by experiments revealing that mutated Scrib associated with ras activation in Drosophila leads to metastatic behavior of eye disc cells because it suppresses E-cadherin expression. If there is only ras activation, it leads to overproliferation [60] . A Similar effect was observed when mutating Lgl, Dlg, Cdc42, baz (Par3) or std (PALS1), suggesting that apical polarity protects against the activation of yet-to-be-known pathways necessary for the invasive phenotype. In another study, still in Drosophila, it was observed that mutated Scrib cooperates with Ras or with Notch, two oncogenes associated with breast cancer, leading to synergistic overgrowth of larval tissue [48] . In the sole Scrib mutants overgrowth remained minimal due to the proapoptotic activity of JNK. Thus, the alteration of apical polarity works in synergy with other proteins and pathways to foster tumor development.
Loss of expression of the tight junction proteins has been associated with specific breast cancer phenotypes. For instance, ZO-1 has been correlated with poorly differentiated breast invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC). Specifically, loss of ZO-1 coincided with the lack of glandular differentiation in IDC rather than with other differentiation characteristics (i.e., nuclear grade and mitotic index) [40] . The decrease of ZO-1 expression seemed to parallel that of E-cadherin hence confirming an association with more aggressive types of breast cancer. However, it is important to note that ZO-1 did not leave the cell membrane until cells became invasive (it was then found in the cytoplasm when still expressed). These findings suggest that there is a hierarchy in ZO-1 alterations associated with breast cancer progression. Several reports and our unpublished observations attest of the lack of significant alterations in ZO-1 distribution in early stages of breast cancer, emphasizing the potentially important contribution of the late delocalization of this protein from the cell membrane for the acquisition of invasive potential.
The Impact of Apical Polarity on Progenitor Cells
Reports indicating that certain oncogenes have specific ties with progenitor cells have shed a new light on the complex mechanisms leading to the development of different forms of breast cancer. Notch has been associated with aggressive, basal-like breast cancers [62] , themselves proposed to derive from the progenitor/stem cell compartment [63] . It was further proposed that Notch participates in early events necessary for breast cancer progression [64] . Thus, the link between apical polarity proteins and the Notch pathway (presented in a previous section) warrants further investigation of the effects of early changes in apical polarity on the progenitor cell compartment, in order to better understand the formation of aggressive forms of breast cancer.
The recent demonstration that Par-3 influences the progenitor cell compartment [33] strengthens the urgency to investigate the relationship between apical polarity and progenitor/stem cells. Silencing of Par-3 led to the formation of multilayered mammary epithelium in mice cleared fatpad, with a higher level of proliferation compared to control epithelia based on staining for cell cycle marker Ki67. The accompanying increase in bipotential progenitor K8 + /K14 + cells led to the hypothesis that the binding of Par-3 to aPKC occurring at the apical pole of cells would normally limit the expansion of this type of cells. Therefore, one could imagine that the loss of Par-3 from the apical cell membrane and thus, disruption of Par3-aPKC interaction without necessarily a global change in Par-3 level, might be sufficient to affect progenitor cells, which could have consequences on tumor development. The type of breast cancer corresponding to alterations in Par-3 remains to be unraveled.
An emerging concept is that events that occur early on during breast cancer development will determine the fate of the neoplasm (i.e., more or less aggressive). Based on the findings linking certain alterations in apical polarity with more aggressive types of breast cancer and the fact that apical polarity alterations occur early during breast cancer development, I would like to propose that the type of apical polarity protein involved in early alterations in breast tissue architecture plays a critical role in the fate of the breast neoplasm. In particular, it might determine whether additional changes in the AJC necessary for tumor progression will occur (e.g., changes in ZO-1 distribution).
Using 3D culture of breast glandular structures, we have observed that apical polarity is highly labile compared to basal polarity and remarkably, is very sensitive to changes in the extracellular matrix [32] . If changes in apical polarity occur early during breast cancer development, possibly even before a tumor develops, it is important to understand how these early changes could favor later phenotypic changes, like the acquisition of the invasive phenotype or the formation of tumors of adverse prognosis. One of the possible reasons for apical polarity changes affecting the long-term fate of breast cancer development might be found at the level of the cell nucleus and notably in epigenetic changes.
Relationship Between Apical Polarity and Nuclear Mechanisms of Gene Expression Control
A powerful means for apical polarity proteins to influence proliferation and other phenotypic changes necessary for tumor development is via their effect on gene expression control. For instance Crb influences p53 that targets genes important for tissue homeostasis (e.g., cell cycle regulation, proliferation, apoptosis, DNA repair) as shown in Drosophila. More particularly, decreasing levels of Crb reinforced p53-induced apoptosis-linked rough eye phenotype. These findings led to the hypothesis that p53 senses changes at the level of cell-cell junctions [65] . One possibility to explain how the cell nucleus senses changes at cell-cell junctions is the control of apical polarity over the location of signal transducers and transcription regulators.
Impact of Apical Polarity on Phenotypes Via the Control of the Location of Transcription Regulators
Effects Linked to Apical Polarity Regulators
A relationship between apical polarity and proliferation control was beautifully demonstrated by Bilder and colleagues in Drosophila for all three members of the Scrib group (scribble, Dlg, Lgl). Mutation of these proteins led to overproliferation of larval imaginal discs. These data were correlated to the lack of apical polarity formation as shown by altered distribution of Crb and disruption of adherens junctions [38] .
Further investigation of Scrib revealed an action on transcription regulators. In particular, Scrib has been reported to affect the function of LPP, a zyxin-related protein that shuttles between plasma membrane and nucleus and has transcriptional capacity, as shown in reporter gene assays [50, 66] . LPP has been directly involved in lung and soft tissue tumors and in leukemia; it is considered to act as a protooncogene [67] . In the cell nucleus, LPP is recruited to PEA3-dependent promoter regions and functions as a coregulatory protein in gene transactivation [68] . Interestingly, a number of PEA3 regulated genes are proteases involved in invasive phenotype and have been linked to breast cancer metastasis and HER2/neu-mediated mammary oncogenesis (for a review refer to [66] . Since LPP is acting as a scaffolding protein influencing signal transduction from cell-cell contacts to the cell nucleus, it could mediate some of the Scrib-related cellular effects. Scrib binds LPP via its DPZ domains but it does not seem to be involved in LPP targeting to cell-cell contacts [50] . LPP also interacts with VASP and α-actinin at cell-cell junctions. Whether an alteration of Scrib at the cell membrane might trigger LPP action on PEA3 regulatory regions remains to be known.
As presented in a previous section, in mammalian cells evidence of the involvement of apical polarity in cell proliferation control is found in several studies. For instance, Dlg was proposed to participate in progression block from G0/G1 to S phase by forming a complex with tumor suppressor adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) thus, helping convey APC blocking signal [69] . Although APC has been found to associate with euchromatin, its role in this compartment needs to be further deciphered [70] .
The possible mechanism underlying Par-6 involvement in proliferation control is more detailed. Overexpression of Par-6 in MCF10A non-neoplastic mammary epithelial cells led to the formation of a multilayered epithelium in 3D culture. Par-6 acted via binding to aPKC and Cdc42 and triggering the sustained activation of the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway, notably the extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) [71] previously associated with breast cancer development [72] .
The effect of Par-6 on MAPK is a highway to chromatin regulation since ras-MAPK pathway activation is known to induce modifications in histone 3 and architectural transcription factor high mobility group (HMG)N1 (for a review refer to [73] ). Increase in H3 phosphorylation could affect the transcription of immediate-early genes (e.g., cmyc, c-fos, c-jun) important for cancer development. From an architectural standpoint, modifications in histone 3 and HMGN1 have been associated with alterations in higher chromatin structure. For instance phosphorylation of HMGN1 by mitogen-and stress-activated kinase 1 (MSK1) perturbed its interaction with DNA, thus allowing MSK1 access to the long N-terminal tail of histone 3 [74] . The genes that could be affected by upregulation of this pathway in the breast are mostly unknown. However, chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments have shown that histone 3 phosphorylated on ser10 is associated with HER2 promoter in cells overexpressing this gene, suggesting that the ras-MAPK pathway could stimulate the expression of HER2 observed during breast cancer development [75] . Interestingly, a general pattern of chromatin decondensation has been associated with the activation of the ras-MAPK pathway [76] [77] [78] , suggesting that a new organization of the cell nucleus is induced, which could, in turn, affect the response to subsequent incoming signals at the level of chromatin [3] and influence cancer progression.
Effects Linked to Tight Junction Proteins
Tight junctions were proposed to participate in proliferation control more than a decade ago [79] . A powerful epigenetic control of proliferation in mammalian cells was associated with the sequestration of y-box protein ZO-1 nucleic acid binding protein (ZONAB or human DbpA) to apical junctions via binding to ZO-1 since this resulted in reduced proliferation of MDCK cells. Overexpression of ZO-1 also contributed to cell cycle arrest, confirming that this tight junction protein was involved in proliferation control [80] .
The y-box transcription factors are generally thought to promote cell cycle entry [81] . Thus, a change in ZONAB sequestration upon apical polarity loss could be initiating cell cycle entry at the early stages of tumor development. Indeed the control of ZO proteins on the localization of transcription factors (ZONAB and AP1) and other molecules is considered a strong way to alter gene expression [5] . ZONAB (or its human ortholog DbpA), which is overexpressed in carcinomas, controls the expression of cyclin D1 and PCNA involved in G1 to S transition. Specifically, ZONAB works with RNA-processing factor symplekin to control cyclin D1 expression and thus, proliferation in colon carcinoma cells [82] . It also binds the promoter of PCNA and cyclin D1 genes [83] . Interestingly, ZONAB upregulation was found to stimulate transcription of histone 4 and architectural transcription factor HMG-I [83] , indicating a more general role in epigenetic control of gene expression. Recent work in wallaby has reported a significant upregulation of ZONAB in mammary tumors mimicking basal-like breast cancer [84] , suggesting a link between this ZO-1 binding partner and breast cancer aggressiveness.
Thus far ZO-1 is thought to inhibit cell proliferation by sequestering ZONAB at tight junctions hence, preventing the nuclear function of ZONAB. It has been proposed that this interaction might explain how ZO-1 is involved in differentiation control and that the ZO-1-ZONAB pathway can be deregulated in cancer [5] . A similar trapping role of gene transcription regulators could be envisioned for ZO-2 that interacts with AP1 (Jun & Fos) and C/EBP, two transcription factors involved in breast cancer [85, 86] and associated with tight junctions [87] .
Direct Impact of Apical Polarity Proteins on Gene Expression
The role of apical polarity proteins in tissue homeostasis and as tumor suppressors is complicated to grasp. Indeed, in addition to controlling the nuclear compartmentalization of regulators of gene expression by trapping them at cellcell junctions, most apical polarity proteins are also found in the cell nucleus, suggesting that they might directly interfere with gene expression control in that compartment.
ZO Proteins in the Cell Nucleus: the Potential to Affect Chromatin Organization at First Hand
ZO-1 has been observed in the cell nucleus of epithelial cells in culture as well as in vivo [88, 89] . It is known to influences gene expression, including tumor promoting genes, once delocalized from the plasma membrane [46] . However, to this date the possibility for ZO-1 to directly control gene expression in the cell nucleus has not been demonstrated. In contrast, the involvement of ZO-2 in the cell nucleus is being progressively clarified.
ZO-2 was observed in vivo in the nucleus of epithelial cells throughout the nephron of rabbit kidney [89] and was also reported to partially colocalize with SC-35 [17] . Like the other ZO proteins, ZO-2 possesses nuclear import and export signals indicating that it is capable of shuttling between nucleus and cytoplasm. Interactions between ZO-2 and several proteins involved in gene expression control have been demonstrated. Of particular interest is the binding of ZO-2 to the scaffold attachment factor, SAF-B that interacts with matrix attachment regions in the DNA and controls chromatin organization at gene boundaries and thus, influences gene expression [90] . Interestingly, Like ZO-2, SAF-B colocalizes with SC-35 in regions permissive for gene expression; it also interacts with RNA polymerase II [91] . SAF-B might also be involved in repression of gene transcription; it has been reported to act as a corepressor of estrogen receptor α transactivation and proliferation inhibition in breast tissue [92] . More generally, it acts as a corepressor for nuclear receptors by modifying chromatin (for a review refer to [93, 94] . Indeed SAF-B1 activity was altered upon treatment with histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitors, suggesting that it is accompanied with histone tail modifying action.
Other investigations suggest that ZO-2 is also involved in the repression of gene transcription. It interacts with cmyc to recruit HDAC1 at the promoter of cyclin D1 leading to inhibition of cyclin D1 transcription as shown in MDCK cells [95] . This repressive action on proliferation is proposed to occur upon ZO-2 binding to the E box region in the cyclin D1 gene promoter, probably via c-myc.
An Emerging Role for Nuclear Apical Polarity Proteins in Tumor Repression
The involvement of ZO-2 in inhibiting cyclin D1 transcription as presented above goes against the idea that it is upon apical polarity loss that certain tight junction proteins become free to travel to the cell nucleus and, once there, stimulate proliferation. The latter idea would suggest that the tumor suppressor activity of apical polarity is primarily linked to the sequestration of AJC proteins at cell-cell junction. In agreement with this idea, it was reported recently that accumulation of ZO-2 in the nuclei of MDCK cells led to increased proliferation and stimulated the expression of M2 type of pyruvate kinase [96] . This was accompanied with a reduction of intercellular junction stability. How can we reconcile the presence of apical polarity proteins in the cell nucleus in both quiescence and proliferation, and the possibility of an opposite effect for a given apical polarity protein on cell phenotype (i.e. repression of proliferation and stimulation of proliferation)?
The fact that apical polarity proteins are found in the cell nucleus also when apical polarity is intact (see above) argues for an involvement of tight junction proteins in nuclear functions, and particularly gene expression control, in the normal phenotype. This hypothesis is demonstrated by the findings reported in the precedent section for ZO-2. A similar situation exists for apical polarity protein Dlg1 that interacts with RhoA-specific Guanine nucleotide exchange factor protein Net 1 (a protein that can transform cells once in the cytoplasm). Especially, in nontransformed cells Net1 leads to Dlg1 relocalization to nuclear PML bodies [97] that are known to contribute to differentiation and suppression of cell transformation [98] , suggesting that the tumor suppressor activity of Dlg1 occurs in the cell nucleus.
There might be two different situations: On one hand if cell-cell junctions are intact, the effect of apical polarity proteins in the cell nucleus is preventing tumor development. On the other hand, if cell-cell junctions are altered, the actions of apical polarity proteins in the cell nucleus favor proliferation and invasion (Fig. 3) . This hypothesis is supported by the observation that the amount of ZO-2 can increase in the cell nucleus in nontransformed cells with decrease in cytoplasm but no change at the cell membrane and no change in occludin localization [90] . Moreover, ZO-1 localizes armadillo-like protein ARVCF to the plasma membrane, whereas upon alteration of cell-cell contacts ZO-2 localizes ARCVF to the cell nucleus [99] . Thus, the switch from a tumor suppressor to a tumor promoter action of polarity proteins in the cell nucleus might depend on the concomitant release of epigenetic factors, like ZONAB and potentially ARVCF (its function is still largely unknown) from cell-cell junction that would change local chromatin organization and the interaction of apical polarity proteins with their ligands.
Linking Early Alterations in Apical Polarity Proteins to Breast Cancer Progression Via an Epigenetic Action
Proliferation and invasion are two major aspects of tumor development that have been linked to the alteration of apical polarity. It is not surprising that apical polarity is observed to be altered early if it is involved in the control of cell proliferation. We have shown that unless apical polarity is perturbed, as illustrated by the relocation of tight junction marker ZO-1 away from the apical pole, mammary epithelial HMT-3522 S1 cells that form polarized glandular structures in 3D culture cannot be pushed into the cell cycle, suggesting that in tissue, apical polarity acts as a safety brake to prevent loss of quiescence [58] .
Changes in apical polarity linked to regulatory proteins (e.g., Scrib, Par complex) and tight junction ZO proteins impact proliferation control and in some cases induce a multilayering of cells that mimics preinvasive breast lesions. This suggests that the alteration of the integrity of the AJC in general is conducive to proliferation. However, as presented in an earlier section, several publications also associate apical polarity proteins with the acquisition of aggressive forms of cancer (e.g. progression to invasion, metastatic behavior, lesions of adverse prognosis) although these phenotypes are not present already at the onset of tumor formation.
The involvement of apical polarity in the development of aggressive forms of cancer might be related to the impact of apical polarity proteins on epigenetic mechanisms in the cell nucleus. For instance, the initial alteration occurring within the AJC could be critical for the future of the breast neoplasm by altering chromatin organization, and subsequently gene expression and the signaling network (Fig. 4) . In a recent publication I have discussed how changes in the cell nucleus leading to a new chromatin signature might, in turn, affect future responses to incoming signals [3] . Some of the effectors (e.g., ZONAB, MAPK pathway) of apical polarity proteins have the potential to profoundly alter chromatin organization by influencing the expression of histones and HMG proteins, thus potentially producing a new 'nucleus soil' in the targeted cells for the action of incoming signals.
We have only presented the link with the cell nucleus of apical polarity proteins for which there is already a good understanding of this particular relationship. However, most of the apical polarity proteins have been linked to the cell nucleus. This suggests that, depending on the apical polarity protein altered, a number of different actions might occur in the cell nucleus, which will shape the progression and possibly the outcome of cancer. Nok a homolog of PALS1 in zebrafish can localize to the cell nucleus [100] .
Par-6 has also been observed in the cell nucleus in association with splicing factor speckles and it interacts with transcriptional activator Tax [101] . There seems to be a link between Par-3 and Ku to control double-strand break repair [102] , thus potentially revealing another critical aspect of apical polarity for the maintenance of tissue homeostasis.
Another possibility to explain the involvement of apical polarity proteins in breast cancer progression is that a particular modification of apical polarity will affect a specific category of progenitor cells because of their different chromatin organization (and thus, 'nucleus soil') compared to nonprogenitor cells and other categories of progenitor cells [103] . The different chromatin organization among certain cells that make the mammary glandular structures is suggested by our experiment with DNA hypomethylation in mammary acini in 3D culture. Upon treatment with a DNA hypomethylating drug only certain cells in the acini expressed the progenitor cell marker Figure 4 Effect of apical polarity alterations on the nucleus soil. The hypothesis is that the organization of the cell nucleus characteristic of normal, differentiated cells can be altered by modifications occurring at the level of the apical junctional complex (AJC). A specific modification leading to the release of a transcription regulator or the activation of a signal transduction pathway (e.g., type 1 or 2 alteration) might trigger changes in chromatin structure (e.g., via changes in DNA methylation and histone tail modifications) that affect different chromatin regions (e.g., via HMG proteins) thus, leading to a new nuclear organization (nucleus soil type A or B) (i.e., the new organization might correspond to changes in heterochromatin regions in the genome; this is represented by thick gray, convoluted ribbons in the cell nuclei in the drawing). The cell with nucleus soil type A might respond differently to certain incoming signals compared to a cell with nucleus soil type B. Therefore, future alterations and progression to cancer might be influenced by the initial modification(s) of the AJC.
CK19, indicating that these cells had a chromatin compaction status that made them responsive to DNA hypomethylation for this particular gene [104] . The specific type of progenitor cells affected would then lead the way to progression to a specific subtype of breast cancer, like for instance the basal type. This possibility is reinforced by the increasing number of reports that link progenitor mammary epithelial cells to more aggressive types of breast cancer and, as illustrated in this review, associate apical polarity proteins to progenitor cell behavior.
Concluding Remarks
We have outlined possible ways for apical polarity to control epigenetic mechanisms taking place in the cell nucleus, either by indirect effect (upon release of epigenetic factors or triggering signaling pathways) or by direct effect in the cell nucleus. However, there are additional possibilities to link apical polarity to gene expression. As suggested by others, tight junction disruption could allow contacts between proteins that were previously physically separated by the membrane seal, hence activating certain signal transduction pathways. Changes in ion channels linked to polarity could also alter gene expression [105] .
The remarkable involvement of apical polarity proteins in the cell nucleus and gene expression control does not seem to only rely on the presence of these proteins in the cell nucleus upon disruption of apical polarity. Indeed, the presence of certain apical polarity proteins in the nucleus of cells with intact cell-cell junctions indicates that the shuttling of these proteins between their AJC location and the nucleus might be critical to maintain differentiation. This fundamental aspect of apical polarity needs to be further explored in the context of breast epithelial homeostasis.
The concept of barriology proposed by Shoichiro Tsukita, in which apical polarity functions as a physical barrier in multicellular organisms by regulating the epithelial microenvironment [106] , can be extended to include a functional barrier linked to the cell nucleus. By participating in the epigenetic control of gene expression and chromatin organization, polarity regulates breast tissue differentiation and notably, prevents the expression of genes involved in proliferation and invasion.
